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Ruffling Fashion

Filipino designer Paloma Urquijo Zobel behind the brand Piopio
talks about using local history to inspire modern looks.

Inabel chambray
shirt (left), and
repurposed denim
jacket, by Piopio.

Piopio’s signature offthe-shoulder style.
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BEACH FASHION doesn’t have to be all kaftans
and cover-ups. Urban style using traditional
Filipino handicrafts is bubbling up in tropical
Palawan, with the launch of Piopio. This
women’s clothing concept embraces heritage
and espouses it with youthful energy and
current trends.
The Piopio line includes ruffled off-theshoulder tops, tailored skorts, bomber jackets
and sexy playsuits using indigenous textiles
like the handwoven Inabel from Ilocos. The
repurposed denim overalls were patched
together from leftover ethnic fabric and funky
unisex muay Thai shorts. It is a colorful
hodgepodge of upcycling and cross-country
curation, and it works.
“I had been noticing this amazing surge in
local and Filipino pride from my age group and
I noticed there was a gap in the market for an
everyday fast-casual brand that used local
textiles, so I quickly jumped on the opportunity
to join in on the movement by being able to
offer an alternative use for these beautiful
fabrics either through our repurposed denim
or fun cuts,” explains the woman behind the
label, Paloma Urquijo Zobel.
The idea was born as part of a grander
ambition—to create an artisan village in
Palawan. The concept took fl ight two years ago,
inspired by Paloma’s mother, Bea Zobel, who
has long been a supporter of heritage crafts.
The mother and daughter teamed up with
designer Tony Gonzales to develop Kalye
Artisano, a spot where the artisans of Palawan
could sell their designs. The space is currently
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in development and will soon be home to artists’
workshops, retail stores and a dozen bed-andbreakfasts, with 10 to 15 rooms each, designed by
notable Filipino architects.
The momentum slowed when Paloma left the
Philippines to hone her craft—she graduated from
Parsons School of Design in New York and earned a
Master’s degree in strategic marketing at the
Imperial College Business School in London—but
once she returned late last year the project kicked
into high gear, with Piopio pop-up stores turning
head’s across the country.
Piopio will have an address within Kalye
Artisano once it opens, which is slated for October,
but for now the Piopio pop-ups offer a preview of the
kind of designs that will be showcased at the multipurpose space, designs that are wholly Filipino.
Paloma, along with her core team, Ina Estacio and
Therese Tiosejo, go on week-long road trips across
the country every two months in search of new
materials and suppliers, a journey they’ve dubbed
the “Piopio Migration.” On a recent excursion to the
northern mountainous region of Banaue, Sagada
and Baguio, they slept in traditional Ifugao cottages,
danced around a bonfi re with Igorot cowboys and
took part in a few artisan workshops. “It was
extremely inspiring,” Paloma says.
And for Paloma, design inspiration seems
ubiquitous, but the key is to fi nd the cuts that work
best with the local textiles, while keeping its
integrity. Some of the Piopio weaving patterns have
been passed down by the artisans for generations,
and each piece of clothing goes beyond telling a
story, becoming somewhat an arme-de-guerre in the
fi ght to protect cultural heritage. “With fewer than a
thousand looms left in the Philippines today, I think
my generation will be responsible for the fall or rise
of some of these traditional arts,” Paloma says. “We
try to get youth excited about the fabrics and
techniques again by showing them how they can
still be relevant in today’s world.”
This mission comes with its own set of hurdles,
striking a balance between celebrating traditional
designs and cheapening the heritage in the attempt
to create mass appeal. “Our challenge daily is to
stay truthful to our culture without offending
anyone, while making our traditions more
accessible to a new generation,” Paloma says. “We
repurpose these textiles in the spirit of respect, and
in an effort to keep our traditions alive while
supporting the weavers.” Those are values that
never go out of style. —STEPHANIE ZUBIRI
Visit piopio.ph to sign up for news and the latest
information on upcoming pop-ups; P1,000 for small
accessories, clothing P2,100–P12,500.

